This message is dated November 17, 2018.

If you are trying to get into CS492 Winter 2019, please DO NOT ASK ME. Connect instead with the CS Advisors. And do so promptly. CS492 will be offered again in Spring 2019.

PLEASE NOTE: students enrolled in one section will NOT be able to attend the classes scheduled at the other timeslot. They MUST attend class during the timeslot of the section in which they are enrolled. No exceptions. This is to enable the required class participation.

This course begins in earnest on January 7. The first assignment is due January 17 and all students should be enrolled before then. We have students organized into Role Playing Exercise groups as well by this date, with the first RPE taking place already on January 25. My personal page currently provides a pointer to a (very tentative) course website for CS492 Winter 2019.

If you have arrived in the course after Jan 11, please let your late arrival be known to me AND to Head TA Andreas Stoeckel (a REQUIRED cc) astoecke@uwaterloo.ca (regardless of which section you are in).